GE Infrastructure
Sensing

We,
Panometrics Limited
Shannon Industrial Estate
Shannon, County Clare
Ireland

declare under our sole responsibility that the

Moisture Monitor Series 351S Portable Analyzer
PM880 Portable Moisture Monitor

to which this declaration relates, are in conformity with the following standards:

- EN 50020:1994
- EN50288:1999
- II 1 G Ex ia IIC T4
  PM880: BASEEFA02ATEX0191
  Baseefa (2001) Ltd/EECS, Buxton SK17 9JN, UK
  MMS 351S: ISSePO1ATEX035 X, ISSeP, 87340 Colsfontaine, Belgium
  (for EN 61000-4-3, the MMS 351S meets performance Criteria A and, in a limited number
  of frequencies, performance Criteria B per EN 61326.)


The units listed above and any sensors and ancillary sample handling systems supplied with
them do not bear CE marking for the Pressure Equipment Directive, as they are supplied in
accordance with Article 3, Section 3 (sound engineering practices and codes of good

Shannon - July 1, 2003

[Signature]
Mr. James Gibson
GENERAL MANAGER
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